Germany 2014: Sport Business in Europe

If you are interested in learning about the business of sport in Europe, and experiencing the best of both the old historical culture and new vibrancy of Germany and other parts of Europe, this program could be a perfect fit for you. Here is what some former students said about this program:

- This program exceeded my expectations academically and culturally.
- It was the event of a lifetime. Awesome!!
- We have done things on this trip that 99.9% of Americans never have the opportunity to do.
- Words cannot describe how great every single aspect of the program was.
- I learned more than I thought I would, and grew as a person immensely.
- This has FAR exceeded my expectations.
- Best experience of my life thus far!

This is Dr. Paul Batista’s 6th time to organize and lead this program. If you are interested in studying in Europe this summer and learning about financial aid opportunities:

- Contact Dr. Batista at pbatista@hlkn.tamu.edu or stop by his office in Blocker 342BD

Once you are on the interest list, you will receive more information about this program.

There is no obligation to get on the list; it will just be used to provide additional information to interested students.